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Iasked her to forgive us and I even cried
as I stroked her for the last time,” says
90-year-old Russian biologist Adilya

Kotovskaya, recalling the day she bid
farewell to her charge Laika. The former
street dog was about to make history as the
first living creature to orbit the earth, blast-
ing off on a one-way journey. The Soviet
Union sent Laika up to space in a satellite
on November 3, 1957 sixty years ago. It fol-
lowed the first ever Sputnik satellite launch
earlier that year.  But things did not go exactly to plan and the dog
was only able to survive for a few hours, flying around the Earth nine
times.

“Those nine orbits of Earth made Laika the world’s first cosmo-
naut-sacrificed for the sake of the success of future space missions,”
says Kotovskaya, who remains proud of her pioneering work as a sci-
entist training Laika and other early space animals. For Soviet leader
Nikita Khrushchev, Laika’s voyage was yet another space feat to dis-
comfit the Americans. 

In a well-timed propaganda effort, it fell just before the 40th an-
niversary of the Bolshevik Revolution on November 7. Kotovskaya
recalls that before Laika, several dogs had been blasted up into sub-
orbital space for brief periods of a few minutes “to check that it was
possible to survive in weightlessness.” “Now it was time to send one
into space,” says Kotovskaya, who turned 90 in October but still
heads a laboratory at Moscow’s Institute of Biomedical Problems. 

The institute specializes in space science and simulated a flight to
Mars in 2010 by making volunteers spend 520 days in isolation. To
get dogs accustomed to the idea of space travel inside a pressurized
capsule just 80 centimeters long, Kotovskaya gradually moved them
into smaller and smaller cages.  The canine candidates spent time in
a centrifuge, that simulates the grueling G-forces created when a

rocket blasts off, as well as being exposed to
similar noise levels. They even ate jellified
space rations.

Laika was a mongrel dog aged around
three who weighed six kilograms. Like all the
other candidates for space, she was a female
stray found on a Moscow street. “We chose
bitches because they don’t have to raise a
leg to urinate which means they need less
space than the males,” Kotovskaya said.
“And (we chose) strays because they are

more resourceful and less demanding.” For publicity reasons, the
dogs also had to be photogenic and they were given memorable
names. Laika’s name derives from the Russian word for “bark”. She
was chosen out of five or six candidates for her resourceful yet docile
nature and slightly quizzical expression.

‘Overheating and exhaustion’ 
“Of course we knew she was destined to die on the flight, since

there was no way to get her back-this wasn’t possible at the time,”
said Kotovskaya. On the eve of Laika’s mission, the scientist went in
to say goodbye to the dog and give her a final caress, she said. The
Sputnik satellite carrying Laika
blasted off on a rocket at 5.30 am
Moscow time from Kazakhstan, where
the Soviet Union would later base its
Baikonur cosmodrome. Initially “noth-
ing seemed to be going wrong,” Ko-
tovskaya said.

“Of course, during blast-off,
Laika’s heart beat speeded up a lot.”
But after three hours, her heart beat
was back to normal. Then suddenly
during the ninth orbit of the Earth, the
temperature inside the capsule be-
ganz soar and reached over 40 de-
grees celsius, due to insufficient
insulation from the Sun’s rays. The
hope was that Laika would stay alive
for eight to 10 days, but instead she
died from overheating and dehydra-
tion after a few hours.

Soviet radio nevertheless kept broadcasting daily updates on her
health, insisting all was well. The official version was that she died
after eating poison administered in her food to avoid a painful death
on re-entry into the Earth’s atmosphere.  Moscow maintained this fic-
tion for many years. The satellite carrying her remains burnt up in the
atmosphere five months later, on April 14, 1958, above the Antilles is-
land group. The first animals to go into space and return alive were a
pair of dogs called Belka and Strelka who blasted off in a rocket on
August 19, 1960 and returned a day later. The success of their mission
persuaded Soviet authorities to go ahead with the highly risky first
space trip by a human, Yury Gagarin, in April 1961. — AFP  

The doggie space star

Philippine Everest 
conqueror sets 
sail for China

After conquering Mount Everest, Philippine adventurer
Carina Dayondon is set to sail to China aboard a
wooden replica of an ancient boat in the hopes of

boosting national pride in a forgotten maritime prowess.
Dayondon is planning to sail from Manila to southern China
early next year, recreating trade and migration voyages
made before Spaniards colonized the Philippines in the
1500s. “People tell me I am crazy. They ask: ‘Wow, why climb
Mount Everest? Why go to China on this tiny thing,’”
Dayondon told AFP in Manila Bay aboard one of the two
boats that will make the expected six-day sailing journey.
“I’m excited because our team will be more inspired realis-
ing how good our forefathers were. We have to let people
know we should be proud of being Filipino,” the 39-year-
old added. 

Dayondon, a petite but muscular coast guard officer, cre-
ated history in 2007 when she and two other countrywomen
became the first Filipinas to summit the world’s highest
mountain. Arturo Valdez, who led their Everest support team,
is also heading the sailing mission and similarly sees the jour-
ney to China as a chance to inspire Filipinos.

‘The so-called impossible’ 
“Like Mount Everest, I want this to be symbolic of what

our people can accomplish, of what can be possible out of
the so-called impossible,” the 69-year-old said. The vessels
are a copy of a “balangay”, which date back as far as 320
AD. “Early trade with China and Southeast Asia was made
possible by watercraft,” Ligaya Lacsina, researcher at the
National Museum’s maritime division, told AFP. “Europeans
during the colonial period were effusive in their praise of
Southeast Asian boat-building skill. But somehow we’ve paid
very little attention to this.”

Tribal boat-builders from the southern Philippines, where
the boats originated, have made the replicas of the balangay
using skills passed on down the generations. The boats, 18
meters long by three meters wide, are made of hardwood
planks, include two sails, two rudders and a roofed area.
Their journey to the southeastern Chinese city of Quanzhou
will be about 1,000 kilometers, and the crew members are
aiming to do it with as little modern technical help as possi-
ble. “We have no night-sailing capability so we can be run
over by a super tanker. That’s my fear. — AFP

Philippine adventurer Carina Dayondon interacting with her
pet dog aboard a traditional Philippine wooden boat known
as balangay, in Manila Bay. — AFP 

Boys sit next to the dog Laika’s space container used for trainings ahead of blasting off to orbit the Earth on November 3, 1957, at the Cen-
tral House of Aviation and Cosmonautics in Moscow. — AFP photos

Things did 
not go exactly

to plan

An effigy of the dog Laika, the first living creature in space, inside a
replica of satellite Sputnik II.

This file photo from the So-
viet daily Pravda taken on
November 13, 1957 of the
dog Laika.


